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Professional Services
Offerings & Pricing

ONBOARDING SERVICES
Act-On’s Professional Services team can help you get your marketing campaigns running as
quickly and smoothly as possible. Our experts will help you configure your instance to current best
practices, and learn the foundational and advanced functionalities of the Act-On platform through
a variety of services and courses.

Fast-track Onboarding Services

$

5,000

Our Fast-track onboarding package is ideal for marketing teams who are familiar with digital
marketing, and want Act-On experts to configure their instance to current best practices and have a
template of assets for inbound and outbound campaign development. This onboarding is driven by
an onboarding coach that will keep the process on track to meet your timelines, while we also orient
your team to Act-On functionality along the way. Included are:
●

●

●

Six working sessions with your onboarding coach to guide you through
implementation milestones, technical configurations, and ensure that you are on
track for success with Act-On
Site configuration; Whitelist Act-On domains & IPs, custom domain name, SSL,
update your account name and address, users access
Inbound set up, Act-On beacon, Website Prospector

●

Outbound set up, email deliverability configuration, SPF, DomainKeys Identified Mail
(DKIM) and envelope from: domain
Quick Start Creative: including; one (1) mobile responsive email template, and one
(1) mobile responsive landing page template with lead capture form branded to
match the styles of your corporate website

●

CRM installed, configured, with syncs. (Not all CRMs included)

●

Implementation and recommended best practices for lead scoring

●

Manually imported and CRM list management and list segmentation best practices

●

Guidance towards accomplishing your first send with Act-On

●

Unlimited access to Act-On University courses and guides

●

Content and data migration, Training Workshop, and custom design are not included. These
would be additional services and will need to be estimated. Quick Start templates are branded
to match the styles of your current website; templates will be created using pre-designed email
and landing page layouts. This does not include copywriting, custom design work, custom CSS
or custom JavaScript.
Customer relationship management (CRM) software integration is for Salesforce, Sugar, and MS
Dynamics. Any other CRM integration will need to be estimated.
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ONBOARDING SERVICES
(CONTINUED)

Let us help you promote your brand, generate more demand, and expand your reach! Whether
you’re new to Act-On or a seasoned veteran of marketing automation, we can help you learn
the foundational and advanced functionalities of the Act-On platform through a variety of
services and courses. We offer courses that are geared to help you implement and set up your
account, as well as services that can help you best leverage the Act-On platform.

New User Training Workshop (Virtual)

$

450

This virtual instructor-led training program consists of 3 half-day sessions. The course
is designed for new accounts or new Act-On users, to help them speed up onboarding
and maximize their investment. This purchase includes a single seat for the course (one
user). Class sizes are limited for each session. During 3 half-day hands-on sessions, Training
Workshop students learn the basics of the Act-On platform, build their marketing structure
for every stage of the buyer’s journey, and complete projects relating to their onboarding
goals. Features covered during the training workshop include: Automated Journey Builder,
Email Composer, Landing Page Composer, Form Composer, Lead Scoring Rules, Gated Media,
Triggered Lead-Gen emails, and Reporting Tools.

Intermediate Training Workshop (Virtual)

$

450

This virtual instructor-led training program consists of 2 half-day sessions. The course is
designed for users who have completed the New User Training Workshop and want to
continue to hone their skills with Act-On. This purchase includes a single seat for the course
(one user). Class sizes are limited for each session. During 2 half-day hands-on sessions,
Intermediate Training Workshop students learn how to leverage more advanced features of
the Act-On platform including: dynamic content, personalization, and progressive profiling.
During this training, users will be able to develop dynamic segmentation and implement more
targeted automated messages with practice exercises led by Act-On Learning Consultants.

Go to online order
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ONBOARDING SERVICES
(CONTINUED)

New User Training Workshop (Regional)

$

900

This in-person, instructor-led training program consists of 3 full-day sessions.
The course is designed for new accounts or new Act-On users, to help them speed up
onboarding and maximize their investment. This purchase includes a single seat for the course
(one user). Class sizes are limited for each session. Each user is responsible for their own travel
and accommodations. During 3 full-day, hands-on sessions, Training Workshop students learn
the basics of the Act-On platform, build their marketing structure for every stage of the buyer’s
journey, and complete projects relating to their onboarding goals. The features covered during
the Training Workshop include: SEO Audit, Landing Page Composer, Website Prospector, Form
Composer, Gated Media, Triggered Lead-Gen emails, Email Templates for Sales, and Triggered
Emails for Bottom of Funnel.

New User Training Workshop (Virtual Dedicated)

$

6,000

This virtual, instructor-led training program consists of 3 half-day sessions. The course is
designed for new accounts or new Act-On users, to help them speed up onboarding and
maximize their investment. Up to 20 users from the same organization can attend the
training course. During 3 half-day, hands-on sessions, Training Workshop students learn
the basics of the Act-On platform and build their marketing structure for every stage
of the buyer’s journey. They can complete projects relating to their onboarding goals.
Features covered during the training workshop include: Automated Journey Builder,
Email Composer, Landing Page Composer, Form Composer, Lead Scoring Rules, Gated
Media, Triggered Lead-Gen emails, and Reporting Tools. Can be customized to include
additional features the organization has purchased (i.e. Data Studio, ASM).

New User Training Workshop
(On-Site Dedicated)

$

10,000

This in-person, instructor-led training program consists of 3 full-day sessions. The course is designed
for new accounts or new Act-On users, to help them speed up onboarding and maximize their
investment. Up to 20 users from the same organization can attend the training course. During 3
full-day, hands-on sessions, Training Workshop students learn the basics of the Act-On platform,
build their marketing structure for every stage of the buyer’s journey, and complete projects relating
to their onboarding goals. The features covered during the Training Workshop include: SEO Audit,
Landing Page Composer, Website Prospector, Form Composer, Gated Media, Triggered Lead-Gen
emails, Email Templates for Sales, and Triggered Emails for Bottom of Funnel.
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ONBOARDING SERVICES
(CONTINUED)

Onboarding Assistance
Marketer On Demand Retainer

$

3,500

Need hands-on help to get you started? Let one of our marketing automation professionals help execute
your onboarding journey. This includes: 13 hours of active instance building. Use this time for things like:
●

Developing list management & list segmentation best practices

●

Setting up your lead scoring system

●

Implementing campaign workflow best practices

●

Assistance with campaign launches

●

Unlimited access to Act-On University courses and guides

●

Current issue of our Marketing Automation Strategy Guide

Content Migration

Tier I
Tier II
Tier III

10 hours on retainer $ 2,000
25 hours on retainer $ 5,000
40 hours on retainer $ 8,000

Act-On Professional Services will perform an account audit and help you build a phased plan to
accelerate the set up of your Act-On account so you can hit the ground running.
We understand how critical the migration of your content is to the success of your future campaigns
with Act-On, so we want to make sure that your content and data are moved over to Act-On swiftly
and accurately.
Our services cover migration of the following:
●

Campaign Assets: Existing emails, landing pages and forms

●

Media Files: Including images, logos, pdfs, video, etc.

●

Marketing Lists: Master list, list segments, opt-outs, hard-bounce list, etc.

We have developed three standard packages of service hours that meet most
customer needs based on the number and type of assets to be migrated. Have a
larger or smaller project for us? No problem. We will talk through the details with
you and develop a custom proposal to meet your needs.
Onboarding packages must be completed within the first 90 days of your Act-On subscription.
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STRATEGY & CONSULTING SERVICES

Marketing Content Assessment & Strategy

$

2,000

The MCAS consulting package is a great way to better target your content marketing
efforts. This package will allow our expert marketing agency partners to evaluate the
content resources available on your website, blog, and other digital channels and provide
feedback into how this can be positioned based on your documented buyer personas
and buyer’s journey.
Often, 8 hours is adequate time to assess content/messaging strategy for one business
vertical, additional consulting hours are recommended for customers with multiple
target audiences.
●

Review of content assets such as: white papers, case studies, infographics, 		
datasheets, articles, etc.

●

Analysis of funnel stage for each piece with recommendations

●

Make recommendations for additional content or content changes

●

Create offer content inventory

●

●

Identify informational, education, thought leadership content available for 		
target audiences and buy cycle stages
Create content development strategy for outbound programs
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STRATEGY & CONSULTING SERVICES
(CONTINUED)

Marketing Program Assessment

$

4,000

The MPA consulting package is perfect for marketing teams that are looking to be more
deliberate with their marketing automation deployment. Our expert marketing agency partners
will work with you to understand your customer demographic and behavioral personas, and
organize your list architecture and segmentation to reflect these strategic initiatives.
Additionally, our team will evaluate your current demand generation and marketing automation
process and evaluate potential gaps that need to be addressed by your team. These areas of
focus will be documented and summarized recommendations will be provided so your team
can develop and implement appropriate solutions.
We find that 20 hours is adequate time to assess marketing programs for one business vertical,
additional consulting hours are recommended for customers with multiple target audiences.
●

●
●

●
●

●

Create segments with existing customer database, including customer pain points,
interests, lead source, product or service interest, define audience, etc, assess whether
database is categorized by persona.
Define marketing automation goals and metrics
Perform demand gen or marketing automation gap analysis (up to 4-hours) Includes:
Assess relevance and quality of the defined audiences, quantify assets and content to
be used for funnel stages, deliver a recommendations report on lead flow process with
forms mapping, lead scoring set up, as applicable, social media connectors, alerts set up,
automated programs and workflows, resources to execute on the program
Provide a recommendations report on offers and calls to action strategy
Identify informational, education, thought leadership content available for 		
target audiences and buy cycle stages
Provide platform and campaign-level review and analysis
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STRATEGY & CONSULTING SERVICES
(CONTINUED)

Marketing Automation Program Strategy

$

7,000

The MAPS consulting package is ideal for marketing teams who are looking to maximize their
investment into marketing automation. Our expert marketing agency partners will work with your
team to document your target buyer personas, define the buy cycle stages relating to a marketing
automation communication strategy.
Based on this discovery process, messaging and content topics will be defined, and automated
workflows will be documented to provide your marketing team clear direction as to what offer
content should be developed in Act-On to maximize audience responsiveness.
Most often, 28 hours is adequate time to develop 3 key personas and the content/messaging
strategy for one business vertical, additional consulting hours are recommended for customers
with multiple target audiences. Included:
●

Define marketing automation goals and metrics

●

Perform background research on industry and client provided competitors

●

Make recommendations for additional content or content changes

●

Target audience definition including definition of segments and buyer personas
using Act-On template

●

Buy cycle definition and buyer’s journey map

●

Create program strategy map including email messaging strategy

●

Diagram what needs to be built, how leads flow between programs/channels, how to
move customers through the buy cycle stages

Not seeing what you’re looking for? Whether you need help with strategic
guidance, campaign development, or content creation, we can design a custom
Professional Service package to meet your needs.
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CONTENT CREATION: DESIGN
Quick Start: Creative

$

1,200

Be ready to make an impact – have Professional Services create templates that match
your company brand with placeholders for text and images that you update. Start your
automated marketing with:
●

One mobile responsive landing page template

●

One mobile responsive email template

●

One mobile responsive lead capture form

Branded to match the look and feel of your website; template will be created using predesigned email and landing page layouts. This does not include copywriting, custom design
work, custom CSS or custom JavaScript.

GDPR Quick Start: Creative

$

1,800

Make an impact with an Act-On General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) standard
flow with landing page and forms. Have Professional Services create templates that
match your company brand with placeholders for text and images that you update.
Package includes:
●

●

●

●

One mobile responsive landing page template with additional consent
confirmation landing page built from landing page template
One mobile responsive email template with additional consent confirmation
email linking to production confirmation landing page built from template
One GDPR compliant lead gather form that initiates a double opt-in user path
email confirmation from an automated program
Two list segments in a master list recording GDPR-required consent records
based on user behavior

Templates are branded to match the look and feel of your website and will be created using
pre-designed email and landing page form layouts.
This package provides for only two public facing consent-focused landing page, form, and email;
additional asset creation will be estimated on a per project basis. This package only includes ActOn asset creation. This does not include copywriting, custom design work, custom CSS or custom
JavaScript. The level of GDPR compliance is entirely the choice of the customer. The General Data
Protection Regulation is broad in scope, and successful compliance will vary between organizations. ActOn Software does not provide legal advice. Utilizing the created assets may not constitute compliance.
Please consult your legal team for privacy compliance disclosures and policies that you will use in
production assets.
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CONTENT CREATION: DESIGN
(CONTINUED)

$

Custom Asset Design
Email, Landing Page, Or Lead Capture Form

1,800

per asset

Our design experts will combine high-impact visual design with compelling calls to action to
maximize engagement and responses for your inbound or outbound campaigns.
Custom design includes:
●

●
●

●

Responsive design, coding, and testing of a custom asset as a reusable
template that is built in your Act-On account
Promotional copy editing, graphic design, and stock images
Web forms include a branded all-purpose confirmation email or
on-page confirmation message
View examples of custom design work in our supplement at:

See Email Creative

See Landing Page Creative

Asset Assembly
Email, Landing Page, Or Lead Capture Form

$

600

per asset

We will assemble one email message, landing page, or lead capture form using the copy, design file,
images, and instructions that you provide. You will provide native graphic files built to size or html code.
This does not include professional copywriting, custom design work, custom CSS or custom JavaScript.
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CAMPAIGN DEVELOPMENT
Marketer On Demand

Starting at $ 2,000

per month

When you work with our Professional Services group, you get an extra pair of hands to take on
those jobs you don’t have the time, or the in-house skills, to do. Think of us as your MOD partner,
and call on us to assist with account set up, integrate new tools, execute platform activities, set up
a new program, and much more. Use this discretionary time with a designated Act-On expert to get
caught up, get ahead, or fill in for a missing team member.
Typical commitment is 10 hours per month for 3 months.

Lead Gather w/ Nurture Campaign

$

4,800

Enlist Professional Services to build-out the Act-On assets that encompasses a complete lead gather
and follow up lead nurture campaign. From your social media or paid per click activity, drive prospects
to a custom production landing page with lead gather form created from you messaging. Use list
segmentation from the form to deliver targeted automated delivery emails to gain higher engagement
from new prospects. We can help you launch your campaign in record time! Includes:
●

●

●

●

●
●

Strategic consulting and creative development for one lead gather campaign including
definition of goals, target audience, define user path and workflow, as well as recommend
content assets used for campaign.
Build campaign architecture, set lead scoring to Act-On standard or existing client rules and
identify the segments used for the campaign
One custom (1) production landing page created to your brand guidelines from your suppled
promotional wording.
One custom (1) lead gather form with up to 4 simple segment rules saving to one campaign
marketing list
One (1) custom email template uses for making up to five (5) production lead nurture emails.
One automated email delivery program with defined messaging, cadence, branching steps/
criteria, exit criteria

●

Set up A/B testing as needed, as well as set up sales or marketing alerts

●

Production assets are also available as a reusable custom templates.

Promotional offer, video or downloadable content (whitepaper)
asset creation is additional and will be scoped separately. Creative
development includes Includes one round of copy and design edits.
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CAMPAIGN DEVELOPMENT (CONTINUED)
Baseline Marketing Automation

$

12,000

Strategy & Implementation
Designed for customers who are ready to implement funnel based marketing campaigns but don’t
have the time to do it themselves. Our experts will develop and implement your baseline strategy to
help you build a solid marketing automation foundation. This package includes the following:

Strategy
●

Define marketing automation goals and metrics

●

Perform background research on industry and client provided competitors

●

Make recommendations for additional content or content changes

●

Target audience definition including definition of segments and buyer personas using
Act-On template

●

Buy cycle definition and buyer’s journey map

●

Create program strategy map including email messaging strategy

●

Diagram what needs to be built, how leads flow between programs/channels, how to
move customers through the buy cycle stages

Implementation
●

●

●
●

●

Setup of three (3) automated programs (top, middle and bottom of funnel) using
predefined workflows
Identify and create segment(s) to be used for the campaign, including (if needed)
assistance with consolidation of one master list (up to 5 hours maximum)
Lead score funnel report and marketing qualified alert configuration
One mobile responsive email template, one mobile responsive landing page template,
one form template (No custom design or copywriting)
Asset assembly for automated program – Up to 15 emails, plus up to 12 landing pages;
customer to provide copy and images

Need assistance with copywriting? Add $5,000 to this package to include copywriting and stock
images for up to 15 emails and 12 landing pages (must be combined and dedicated to the Baseline
Marketing Automation Strategy Implementation package).
All topics and outlines to be provided by customer. Offer or downloadable content asset creation is
sold separately.
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ACT-ON TRAINING
Let us help you promote your brand, generate more demand, and expand your reach! Whether
you’re new to Act-On or a seasoned veteran of marketing automation, we can help you learn the
foundational and advanced functionalities of the Act-On platform through a variety of private
training workshops.

$

Custom Private Training (Virtual)

1,500

per one-hour course

This one-hour custom virtual training is designed for organizations looking for a convenient, costeffective, and flexible way to help your team learn the Act-On platform regardless of geographic
location. You will have a one-hour meeting to discuss and customize the learning content based
on your specific use-cases to make the learning experience more personal to what you wish to
achieve. As many as 20 team-members may join each course, and the organization will receive a
copy of the course recording for future reference. You will then, have a 30 minute follow-up virtual
meeting with a learning consultant to answer any additional questions.

Standard Private Training (One Day On-Site)

$

3,750

+ travel & expenses per engagement
This one-day training is designed for an enterprise that want hands-on training delivered at their
office location. Our learning consultant will present basic strategy for the chosen components,
walk you through set up of the selected features in your Act-On account, and provide context
for using your new skills in your overall Marketing Automation Strategy. These workshops
will help you learn Act-On quickly, get real-time answers, and gain the experience you need to
pursue and exceed your marketing automation goals. Note: trainer’s airfare, accommodations,
and expenses are billed to the customer.

Custom Private Training (One Day On-Site)

$

5,000

+ travel & expenses per engagement
This 1-day training is designed for customers who want a completely custom learning experience
delivered at their office location. Learn how the Act-On platform fits your specific goals, your
company’s brand, your content, and your audience. With the custom workshop, you will learn the
basics and advanced features of the Act-On platform based on what’s important to you within
the comforts of your office location. We tailor your learning experience based on your goals and
requirements for success. (SOW Required.) Note: trainer’s travel airfare, accommodations, and
expenses are billed to the customer.
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ACT-ON TRAINING
(CONTINUED)
$

Standard Private Training (Two Day On-Site)

7,500

+ travel & expenses per engagement

This 2 day training is designed for organizations that want hands-on training delivered at their
office location. Choose four standard courses from the list below, two per day. Our Learning
Consultant will present basic strategy for the chosen components, walk you through set up of
the selected features in your Act-On account, and provide context for using your new skills in
your overall Marketing Automation Strategy. These workshops will help you learn Act-On quickly,
get real-time answers, and gain the experience you need to pursue and exceed your marketing
automation goals. List of courses: Onboarding & Technical Overview, Set Up Your Account,
Marketing Automation Strategy & KPIs, Website Prospecting & SEO, Join the Social Conversation,
Design & Deploy Landing Pages, Compose & Send Engaging Emails, Capture Visitors with Forms,
Nurture with Personalized Email Content, Manage Prospects with Segmentation, Automate the
Nurture Process, Empower Sales to Close More Deals, Track Your Pipeline with Funnels, Automate
Customer Marketing & Build Advocates, and Manage Communications through Preferences.
Trainer’s airfare, accommodations, and expenses will be billed to the Customer.

Custom Private Training (Two Day On-Site)

$

10,000

+ travel & expenses per engagement
This 2 day training is designed an enterprise that wants a completely custom learning experience
delivered at their office location. The you will learn how the Act-On platform fits specific goals, the
company’s brand, content, and your audience. With the custom workshop, you will learn both the basic
and the advanced features of the Act-On platform according to what’s important to you. Act-On will
tailor the learning experience based on your goals and requirements for success. This training requires
an SOW. Trainer’s travel airfare, accommodations, and expenses will be billed to the customer.
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DELIVERABILITY SERVICES
Monthly Deliverability Support
Our expert deliverability team is ready to deep dive with you into metrics, best practices, and other
aspects of email marketing to identify successes and help replicate them, and identify areas in which
improvements can be made, so that your customers and prospects are always highly engaged with
your emails, and your return on investment is maximal.
Our monthly deliverability support is split into three tiers so that you can choose the support that
best suits your needs. All tiers include a 30 minute monthly review meeting, a monthly statistics
report for all email that you send. This includes; data on opens, clicks, spam complaints, and optouts partitioned by date, recipient, and email message. All tiers also include regular reputation
monitoring and best effort remediation of any deliverability issues that might arise.

Support tiers

Tier I

●

Tier II

●

Tier III

●

$

Up to 3 Act-On accounts at a maximum of 4 hours
of monitoring per month

900

per month

Up to 6 Act-On accounts at a maximum of 4 hours
of monitoring per month

$

Up to 12 Act-On accounts at a maximum of 4 hours
of monitoring per month

$

1,300

per month

1,700

per month

Quarterly Deliverability Support
For our customers who do not require monthly meetings, yet would still benefit from our
experienced team of deliverability experts, we offer quarterly support. Quarterly support is split
into three tiers, as well as an option for single account support. All options include; a 30 minute
quarterly review meeting, a monthly statistics report for all email you send, including data on opens,
clicks, spam complaints, and opt-outs partitioned by date, recipient, and email message. All tiers also
include regular reputation monitoring and best effort remediation of any deliverability issues that
might arise.

Single
Account

●

Tier I

●

Tier II

●

Tier III

●

For one account at a maximum of 2 hours of
monitoring per quarter
Up to 3 Act-On accounts at a maximum of 4 hours
of monitoring per quarter

$

500

per quarter

$

900

per quarter

Up to 6 Act-On accounts at a maximum of 6 hours
of monitoring per quarter

$

Up to 12 Act-On accounts at a maximum of 8 hours
of monitoring per quarter

$

1,300

per quarter

1,700

per quarter
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DELIVERABILITY SERVICES
Dedicated IP

$

350

per month

Gain full control of your email sending reputation with a dedicated IP. You'll then have your own
environment from which you can send, that is shared with no one. If you send email at least twice
per week, maintain consistent mail volumes and want to control your own sender reputation, then
a dedicated IP may be right for you.
Our Act-On deliverability team will help you; transition onto your dedicated IP, advise you on
deliverability best practices, and provide consultation, and up to 4 hours of monitoring for the first
30 days. After 30 days, Act-On will continue to provide monitoring/maintenance for IPs and
best-efforts for remediation of bounces, blocks, and blacklists.

Dedicated IP & Delivery Support

$

1,250

per month

Dedicated IP is also available to purchase with ongoing support. Our deliverability team with aid
you in all aspects of dedicated IP configuration listed above, and in addition, you will receive; one 60
minute monthly review meeting, a monthly statistics report for all email you send, including data on
opens, clicks, spam complaints, and opt-outs partitioned by date, recipient, and email message. As
well as, regular reputation monitoring and best-effort remediation of any deliverability issues that
might arise. Up to 3 Act-On accounts at a maximum of 4 hours of monitoring per month.

Multi Message Transfer Agent

$

250

per month

Multi-MTA (Message Transfer Agent) allows senders to use multiple “streams,” each with their
own sender reputation, all out of the same account. This allows senders to maintain a near pristine
reputation with one stream -- for those deployments where they would like maximum delivery rate,
while having another stream available where they can take bigger risks. It might be to reach new
prospects or market new products. With Multi-MTA, you decide which stream is best suited for each
of your email deployments.
As always, our deliverability team is here to help you implement Multi-MTA and advise on best
practices. Use of Multi-MTA requires purchase of: (1) multiple dedicated IP addresses and (2)
Deliverability Services.
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LIST HYGIENE
List Hygiene is a proactive step all marketers can take to ensure high deliverability and maintain a
good sending reputation. Bulk email lists are analyzed to determine whether each recipient mailbox
exists, is active, and accepting mail. From your own dashboard you can download your lists creating
presets and segments such as deliverables and undeliverables and then view list results. This allows
you to avoid sending to bad email addresses that do nothing but hurt your reputation and make it
more difficult to reach contacts and prospects.

List Hygiene Pricing
List hygiene is priced in blocks as described below with discounted rates on larger block purchases.
Minimum purchase is a block of 10,000. There is no expiry date to purchased blocks of credits. If you
run out, you can purchase more.
Number Of Contacts (Per List)

Price Per Email

10,000 - 99,000

$ 0.0045

100,000 - 249,999

$ 0.0036

250,000 - 999,999

$ 0.0027

1,000,000 +

$ 0.0023
*Emails = Credits
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Serving Act-On subscribers with best-in-class
strategy, creative and implementation.
Driving customer success with effective
methods to enrich their customer
experiences during each stage of digital
engagement, from prospect to lead and
nurtured customer.

Act-On is a growth marketing platform that
helps customers grow their business, deliver
exceptional brand experiences, and drive
customer engagement with their offerings.

www.act-on.com
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